Teachers! The 2017 Scavenger Hunt is here! Two lucky students will each win a $50 Walmart gift card.
Eighteen lucky runners-up will each receive a $15 gift card. Plus, the schools of the two grand prize
winners will each receive a free one-year subscription to Britannica ImageQuest from Encyclopaedia
Britannica, the most trusted name in reference.
Based on your students’ grade, select the appropriate information scavenger hunt below. Have fun exploring a world of information!

Scavenger Hunt for Grades K-5

Scavenger Hunt for Grades 6-8

Answer the questions below using Britannica School, Elementary
Level, on the web at school.eb.com/levels/elementary. If you have
trouble finding Britannica School, ask your teacher or librarian.

Answer the questions below using Britannica School, Middle School
Level, on the web at school.eb.com/levels/middle. If you have trouble
finding Britannica School, ask your teacher or librarian.

When you’ve finished the scavenger hunt, turn your answers into
your teacher or librarian by March 8 for a chance to win a prize!

When you’ve finished the scavenger hunt, turn your answers into
your teacher or librarian by March 8 for a chance to win a prize!

1. What vaccine is Jonas Salk best known for?
(Hint: Use Biographies.) ___________________________

1. President Jimmy Carter brought what two foreign
leaders together to sign the “Camp David Accords”
back in 1979? _____________________________
and _____________________________________

2. The highest waterfall in the world is located in
_____________ and is named ____________________.
(Hint: Use top search box.)

3. Maria Tallchief was known as one of the greatest U.S.
_______________________. She was born in
_______________________, Oklahoma.
4. The Giant Anteater weighs as much as _____ pounds
and can be ____ feet long. (Hint: Use Animal Kingdom.)
5. Go to Geography Explorer. Help Jog, the world
traveler. What is the fifth continent he gives you
in Stage 1 of the game? ________________________
What is the second ocean in Stage 2?
____________________________
What is the third mountain range in Stage 3?
____________________________
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2. In what year did the Ringling Brothers acquire their first
elephant? ________________
3. Compare Argentina and Vietnam. Which country has the
largest population? __________________________
Which has the largest land area? _______________
4. _____________________________ was the first American
woman to travel into space.
What year did she first go into space? _______________.
5. These National Parks are in what states?
Badlands: _________________________
Grand Teton: ______________________
Acadia: ___________________________
Everglades: _______________________

Did you know? Britannica School is just one of the online reference resources that
is available FREE to all Oklahoma schools and libraries. The Oklahoma Department
of Libraries has purchased statewide access to these resources with funds from the
Institute of Museum and Library Services. Libraries may even provide remote access
to these services so children and adults can use them at home or in the office. To
find out more, visit libraries.ok.gov, or contact Arlene Paschel at 405-522-3578 or
Arlene.Paschel@libraries.ok.gov

